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BimmerLife is presented by Valentine Research.

A BMW If You Can Keep It

Alex Tock
Cars are complex machines. When you think about a

house, things like plumbing, electrical, HVAC, windows,

flooring, and more are […]

READ MORE
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Dreaming Of Summer: Pazifik
Eskapades In Palm Springs
We might be in isolation now, but it's a

great time to look back on some of the

events from […]

READ MORE

Important Update From The BMW
CCA And BMW CCA Foundation
Regarding Upcoming Events
The BMW Car Club of America and the

BMW Car Club of America Foundation are

committed to ensuring the safety […]

READ MORE

SPONSORED

Bullet Proof Motor Oil For Your
BMW
Red Line has a reputation with racers and
enthusiasts alike for products that perform and
protect better than any on the market.
     • Specified for your BMW 
     • Extended drain intervals and better fuel
       economy
     • Provides additional protection against wear
        and instability at high temps

SHOP NOW

New Arrival: OGIO and Antigua
Brand Polos
We’ve just added several new high-

performance, moisture-wicking polos to the

store! The blue and white Antigua polo is

our first striped polo to hit the store in quite

awhile and the OGIO polo is perfect for

Spring!

SHOP NOW
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Next-Gen M2 (G87) Will Use S58,
Manual Transmission
As we approach the end of the current 2

Series production period, rumors are

continuing to circulate regarding the next-

generation […]

READ MORE

SPONSORED

15% OFF Rennline Phone Mounts
for BMW
15% OFF Rennline’s ExactFit phone mounts
expires tomorrow 3-18! Installs in minutes, and
built-to-last made of metal (not flimsy plastic like
most phone holders). Tailored to seamlessly
integrate with your BMW E46, E90, F10, F22, F30,
F32, F80 and F87. Redeem with code BMW15.

SHOP NOW

The Ultimate SAV Sleeper: S54-
Swapped E83 X3
BMW purists, avert your eyes. Things are

about to get...unconventional. Everyone has

their own definition of what makes a car […]

READ MORE

BMW To Cut Up Half Of
Drivetrain Choices Next Year
BMW recently published it's fourth quarter

earnings results, and buried in the press

release was a brief note that read, […]

READ MORE
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SPONSORED

A New Way To Buy BMW’s
At IQautos the BMWs we have in stock are just the
beginning. We offer a transparent, concierge buying
service accessing 2500 fresh off-lease BMWs at
dealer-only InventoryCloud auction sites. See our
dealer cost, and pay a simple 5% commission. It’s a
new way to buy BMW’s.

SHOP NOW

BMW NEWS

BMW Manufacturing Employees
At Dingolfing, Leipzig Test
Positive For Coronavirus
Recently, the U.S. Government  effectively

cut off travel from Europe, with top health

officials citing that the epicenter of the […]

READ MORE

BMW Cancels U.S. iX3 Plans
BMW has cancelled plans to sell the all-

electric iX3 in the U.S., but the reason

remains a mystery. The news […]

READ MORE
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RESTO & MOD
HACK MECHANIC :  ROB S IEGEL

I Inadvertently Start Trashing The
X5
I'd hoped to launch into Part II of last week's

"Giving The E39 Some Love," but the parts

I've ordered […]

READ MORE
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Giving The E39 Some Love (Part
I)
It was mid-November, almost four months

ago, when I saw the ad for the triple-unicorn

2004 X5 (six-speed, sport package, […]

READ MORE

MOTORSPORT

When Tracks Are Shut, BMW
Pros Go Sim Racing
With pro racing series shut down because

of the coronavirus outbreak, two BMW

factory drivers are participating in Sim

Racing […]

READ MORE

Pro Racing On Hold During
Coronavirus Outbreak
Almost all of the major racing series in

which BMW participates are on hold

because of the coronavirus outbreak.

Cancellations […]

READ MORE
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